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As we begin another cycle on the Great Medicine Wheel of Time, I detect
and sense a flicker of hope emerging amidst the perpetual ‘bad news’ of
economic crisis, endless wars and widespread ecological destruction.
The light is returning now and to me, it even seems to be burning
brighter. Of course, it never went out and never will go out, or even
really dim, but our ability and perception to see and feel it decreases as
the shadows darken and the nights grow longer, much like the cycle of
the earth as it journeys through its seasonal shifts. This is why
throughout time, we humans have always so enthusiastically celebrated
the quarter and cross points, the equinoxes and solstices. These stations
in time mark our journey from dark to light and back again. For
herbalists and plant lovers, these seasonal ‘shiftings’ are also important
because they signal the life cycles of the plants ~ their germination,
growth, flowering and return to the earth as seed and compost.
Here at United Plant Savers, we too are feeling the renewed flicker of
hope ~ well it is more like a bright flame of light. We are hopeful for
new leadership that promises to move our country forward with
renewed purpose. We are hopeful for the crazy power of Love to bring
new Life and to heal. By close-home example, several of our past and
present Board members have recently gotten married, are getting
married, or are entering hopeful new relationships. And these aren’t
kids (though some are acting like kids again)! So the mojo medicine of
Love is strong at UpS right now! And, we are hopeful as always, that the
power of The Green Nations will guide us in our mission and on our
journey of medicinal plant conservation and stewardship.
At a time when economic crisis threatens the world, people return to
traditions that offer sustainability – more gardens and gardening, local
food, strengthened tribal community, and traditional medicines that
offer efficacious and cost-effective medical treatments from plants locally
grown or wild crafted. The importance of plant stewardship and
sustainable harvesting practices becomes even more essential now, so
that resources are not diminished in times of increasing need.
UpS is fifteen years old this year. We are still in our adolescence, but are
maturing well. We are guided by Nature in prayer, vision, a dedicated
work ethic, and the good will and support of you - our membership.
Our current ‘eco-stress’ (economic and ecological) has certainly
impacted us financially, limiting some of our programs as it has all nonprofits. But we keep on and will weather the hard times as we have in
the past. Good intention, good will, good leadership, good work and
good member support – these are in the foundation that will get us thru
the lean times. I know I so often quote Margaret Mead’s inspiring words
to, “never doubt that a small group can change the world”. I keep
quoting her because it is so very true, and because, “indeed, it is the only
thing that ever has”.
Thank you for keeping on with United Plant Savers. It is my honor to
make this journey with you. a
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This past fall, we lost one of our herbal community elders. On
September 27th, at the young age of 69, Jean Argus suffered a
brain hemorrhage and died. Jean was the founder and
“spiritual mother” of Jean’s Greens Herbal Tea Works, which
she began in 1989 in Rensselaerville, New York.
After apprenticing with Rosemary Gladstar, Jean decided to
leave her lucrative position in the corporate world to start
Jean’s Greens and became very active in the herbal community,
including helping to found the Northeast Herbal Association.
She supported United Plant Savers and constantly sought to
share her love for plants with others. In 2003, she retired from
Jean’s Greens, which continues today in Schodack, New York.
Jean was many things to many people—a daughter and sister,
mother and wife, a teacher and friend, an entrepreneur, and
one who loved the forests and plants. She enjoyed the
outdoors as an avid hiker, camper, kayaker and explorer.
Active in her community of Norway, New York, where she had
moved Jean’s Greens in 1997, she served on many local boards.
An inspiration to many in the herbal community, she was truly
a gift and will be dearly missed by all. a
Submitted by Holly Applegate
Owner, Jean’s Greens Herbal Tea Works

We should try to be more like a flower which
every day experiences its birth and death
~ Keith Jarrett
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LET US HEAR FROM YOU!
UpS’ Journal of Medicinal Plant
Conservation is the voice of our members
and other concerned individuals interested
in the conservation and cultivation of
native North American medicinal plants.
We encourage you to send us your
opinions and thoughts for submission to
the Journal. Though many of the articles
presented express opposing and/or
controversial viewpoints, we make an
effort to print as many of these articles
as space allows, in an attempt to present
the many views of these subjects. It is
important while reading the Journal to
remember that the articles are the
opinions/experiences solely of the
authors, and do not necessarily represent
the view and/or mission of UpS. They
are presented herein for discussion
and review, and as part of an
educational process.
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CULTIVATION CORNER
UPS HERBS OF THE SOUTHWEST GIVE-AWAY
by Richo Cech, autor of Growing “At-Risk” Medicinal Plants

Medicinal herbs represent the primary form of
healthcare for many folks living in the American
Southwest. This is due in part to the traditions of
the First Nations people who live there, using
herbs as their ancestors did. Also, a number of
very good herbal schools have long promoted
herbs and herbalism
in the Southwest,
pumping out new
herbalists like eggs
plopping out
between the
elephantine rear legs
of a desert tortoise.
The result is that,
strolling down the
main street in Silver
City or Bisbee, it’s
hard to let loose a
sniffle without
somebody waving
an aromatic, airdried herb in front of
your nose!

as a big surprise—they all appreciate a full sun
exposure!
Cota is easy to grow as a summer annual, directseeding into the garden after the soil warms up in
the spring. One of the interesting characteristics of
this herb is its relative
invisibility—the smooth,
grey-green stems that
make such tasty tea are
also really hard to see.
But you will know
where it is, because you
planted it there!

Desert Willow is a
comely, small-tomedium-sized, fountainshaped tree that is a
reliable indicator for
underground water. It
is a practical and
bioregionally
appropriate choice to
plant as a yard tree in
I travel to the desert
Richo Cech Harvesting White Sage Seed
places like San Diego or
every year or two to
Las Vegas, and further
botanize, collect seeds and stargaze. I like to be
north it can be grown as a handsome potted plant.
inside the magic of the desert, my feet firmly set
The thin, dangling leaves are distinctive. If you
on rough red rocks, with the turquoise skies
can get the tree to flower, the display is very kind
vaulting overhead; or soaking in a desert hot
both to the eyes and the olfactory organs. The
springs, with Yerba Mansa growing all around,
large, purple, lipped inflorescences emit an
looking up at multitudes of stars. Although I don’t enticingly musky fragrance.
live in the Southwest, I find that it’s quite possible
to maintain a relationship with many of the desert
Mormon Tea is surprisingly adaptable outside its
herbs by growing them at home in the summer
native range. Although deep snow is not well
garden or indoors in pots. Even if you live way up tolerated, the plant is cold hardy all the way down
in Vermont, I think, there are good herbs from the
to -10 degrees F (zone 6), the main requirement
Southwest that you can grow and appreciate.
being that it be planted in a dry and fast draining
soil. Like Cota, Mormon Tea can be almost
Those who participate in this year’s seed giveaway invisible when young, but eventually forms a dark
will receive four choice packets of herb seed from
green, thigh-high, weeping mound. The plant is a
the Southwest, including Cota (Thelesperma gracile), great choice for western gardens and landscapes. It
Desert Willow (Chilopsis linearis), Mormon Tea
also adapts very well to life in pots, and indeed is
(Ephedra nevadensis) and Yerba Mansa (Anemopsis
best kept potted up for the first few years until it
californica). Of course, we’ll include some advice on grows big enough to survive the rigors of the
germination and environmental preferences along
outdoors.
with your seeds, but right now I can tell you
continued on next page...
something about these plants that shouldn’t come
4 | Journal of Medicinal Plant Conservation

... Herbs of the SW continued from previous page

Yerba Mansa is highly regarded among people who
live in the Southwest. The pure white flowers contrast
handsomely with the leathery green leaves shot
through with the same ochre red color that permeates
the roots. The roots themselves emit a delightful,
spicy scent and are one of the best medicinal herbs
that can be found in this entire region. Michael
Moore, who has done more for promoting herbs of the
Southwest than any other single individual, remarks
that the activity of “Yerba del Manso” is similar to that
of Goldenseal, being a useful topical antiseptic and
effective in the treatment of subacute congestion of the
mucous membranes. Conservation of Yerba Mansa is
a high priority, as it grows primarily in wet ground, a
shrinking econiche in the deserts of the Southwest.
Finally, since I’m excited about growing an array of
the aromatic plants of the drylands, and hopefully this
excitement has been contagious, we here at Horizon
Herbs would like to give everyone who participates in
this year’s seed giveaway a free packet of our
organically grown White Sage seed. This year we
were blessed with an abundance of fat and viable
seed, and would like to share it with you. Perhaps no
other herb speaks to us more strongly of peace. Our
prayer is that by growing these medicines we all
interconnect with each other and everything that is
good. Together we can grow peace on earth. a

GROWING AT-RISK
MEDICINAL HERBS
by Richo Cech, illustrated by Sena Cech

Provides organic farmers and gardeners with
the information about the
cultivation, conservation, and
ecology of “At-Risk” native
healing plants. Twentyone chapters include
detailed line drawings
and descriptions; native
range and distribution
maps; hardiness and
adaptability; preferred
environment and plant associates;
soil, water and sun requirements; propagation
techniques; naturalization; medicine; harvest
and processing; seed collecting, storage and
longevity; conservation status and alternate
species. 330 pg.

TO ORDER: send a $15 (plus $3 S/H)
check or money order to:
UpS, PO Box 400, E. Barre, VT 05649

UNITED PLANT SAVERS POSTER

SPRING SEED GIVE - AWAY
SOUTHWESTERN HERBS

Compliments of Horizon Herbs
This spring we’re celebrating Southwestern
herbs that can be grown, at least as annuals, in
many other places in North America. You will
receive one packet each of yerba mansa, cota,
Mormon tea, white sage and desert willow, all
grown by Horizon Herbs. Planting instructions
will be included with your order.
Current members only, one order per member.
To order seeds, please send
your name, mailing address
and a check or money order
for $5 (to cover s/h) by
April 1st to: UpS Spring
Seed Giveaway, PO Box 400,
East Barre, VT 05649
We’ll send the orders out in
early April, but you will still
be able to order after that
date while supplies last.

If you listen, they will teach you.
17”x 23” black and green etching by Kevin Morgan
$10.00 (includes shipping)
Yerba mansa flower

Send check or money order to:
UpS • PO Box 400 • E. Barre • VT • 05649
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THE TOOL SHED
HELP ECONOMICS HELP ECOLOGY
by Lynda LeMole, UpS Executive Director

Lucky the non-profit Executive Director whose job it
is to write last year’s 2008 Financial Report! Ha!
Such a challenge! Such an adventure in finding
ways to ask for HELP! I am reminded that UpS is a
living organism, so our struggling financial story is
likely the same story as many of our members, our
supporters, and our donors. It is also the story of
the healing plants who continue to struggle to keep
hold in these difficult times. I am also reminded that
we are one with nature and as co-species on planet
Earth, we are here to help each other.
2008 was a year of watchful conservation. As our
members felt their own economic pressures, our
programs were not fully attended, our services not
fully employed, and not even Community Grants
were awarded. It was as if we were all holding our
breath to see what would happen in November,
whether the much longed for political changes
would sweep us into new hope. The shift occurred
as we welcome a fresh, new, intelligent President
Obama, one we count on to be more
environmentally conscious than the former
administration.
UpS learned good economic lessons five years ago
when we found ourselves with empty coffers and
drained reserves. Since then we’ve been watchful,
frugal and careful with the funds we’ve raised. The
development of our Sanctuary land has allowed us
new possibilities, like the return of the Intern
Program and the option of renting the space to
others for events. But as you can imagine, UpS is
experiencing the same fund-raising challenges that
all charitable organizations are this year, and this is
likely to go on through 2009. We continue to budget
conservatively, cut spending where we must, and
ask our supporters for help whenever they can give
something extra.
Economic slowdown/recession or not, all gardeners,
farmers, growers and plant savers know - the plants
must and do, go on! We have some excitement
brewing in 2009 and we remind and encourage you
to participate with us. Your attendance and
enrollment at events and in our programs keep us
alive. The opening of The Talking Forest Medicine
Trail in May will be a major happening at
6 | Journal of Medicinal Plant Conservation

Goldenseal Sanctuary, so if you are able to come to
Ohio, please join us. This event and several others
are ‘Seed Sponsored’ in full by long-time corporate
member Traditional Medicinals, and we are grateful
to them for backing us. Other sponsors for this
event are Herb Pharm (who helps us in so many
ways), Vitality Works and Pacific Botanicals. Our
events don’t happen without these donors and we
thank and honor them for their generosity. Our
Board members (please read our masthead to see
who these incredible folks are) have been constantly
generous with their time and funding. Also coming
up in 2009, our Planting the Future conferences in
Oregon, Rhode Island and Tucson, Arizona promise
to be exciting, so please attend to refresh your herbal
knowledge and connect with your fellow plant
savers. As our country struggles through crisis close
to home, it is valuable to interact and commune
with like-minded friends who share your values for
protecting the Earth.
Last spring we crowned a new President as Sara
Katz moved into UpS leadership, creating more
room at the top with Rosemary Gladstar, our visionfounder, who continues to share her knowledge and
wisdom with us. It is my privilege and education to
work with these herbal heroines who have led UpS
for years. We thank them for their service and
nurturing leadership. The core working staff at UpS
– myself, Betzy Bancroft, Nancy Scarzello and Liz
Butler continue to do strongly productive work
together, keeping the UpS garden weeded and well
cared for.
In closing, I ask any members that want more
detailed information on our finances to call or write
to me and I will share the information with you. I
know I speak for the staff, Board and other members
when I thank you all for supporting UpS. I hope
you will continue to help us in 2009 as we navigate
these rocky economic times and work together to
protect our medicinal treasures and their habitats.
We want UpS to keep its mission alive and we need
your memberships and donations to do that. Please
keep us going with your renewals, attendance at our
events, and any extra ‘seed’ money you can spare.
The plants never forget us, so please remember
them. a

2008 MEDICINAL PLANT CONSERVATION
AWARD RECIPIENT: PHYLLIS HOGAN
We are pleased to announce that the UpS
Hopi, and Navajo tribes. Phyllis is currently
Medicinal Plant Conservation Award for 2008 has Practitioner Associate in the Anthropology
been awarded to Phyllis Hogan of Flagstaff,
Department at Northern Arizona University.
Arizona. Phyllis Hogan has been a practicing
southwest herbalist for 25
She is the proprietor of the
years. In 1983 she
Winter Sun Trading Company,
founded the Arizona
located in Flagstaff, Arizona,
Ethnobotanical Research
established in 1976. Winter Sun
Association (AERA), a
specializes in traditional organic
501(c)(3) private non-profit
southwest herbs and tinctures
educational and scientific
and American Indian Art,
organization. This was the
focusing on the Hopi and
first independent nonNavajo of northern Arizona.
profit ethnobotanical
organization in the
We are excited to also announce
Southwest. The AERA was
that Phyllis will be our keynote
Phyllis Hogan and Daughters
organized to investigate,
speaker at our Planting the
document, and preserve
Future conference hosted by the
traditional plant use in Arizona and the greater
Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum on Oct. 17th,
southwest. She has taught ethnobotany in
2009 in Tucson. Please join us for this opportunity
bilingual education programs and health
to honor Phyllis and her work with the AERA, the
education for the Pima, Hualapai, Havasupai,
plants and people of the Southwest. a

FIFTH ANNUAL UPS MEDICINAL PLANT
CONSERVATION AWARD: CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
UpS announces a call for nominations for the Fifth
Annual Medicinal Plant Conservation Award. We
invite our members to take this opportunity to
nominate a person and/or organization doing
outstanding work to conserve and preserve North
American medicinal plants. Projects can be on a
grand scale or small, community oriented or
individual. Any project, person or organization that
has to do with the conservation, preservation and
cultivation of native medicinal plants and their
habitat will be considered, such as: plant rescue
projects, research projects, creating native medicinal
plant trails and/or botanical sanctuaries, preserving
habitat, or special articles, classes and programs on
medicinal plant conservation.
The UpS Medicinal Plant Award is given annually
to recognize a beneficial, inspirational and original
project or person that supports native medicinal
plant conservation. One need not be a UpS
member to enter or receive the award. Current
UpS Board Members, Advisory Board Members
and/or employees of UpS are not eligible.
The UpS Medicinal Plant Conservation Award will
be granted to an individual or group based on:
Benefit: long lasting benefits for medicinal plant
conservation

Inspiration: inspiring others to become more active
in medicinal plant conservation
Original idea: unusual or unique efforts will be
considered first
Focus: on “At-Risk” and/or native medicinal plants
Let us know of anyone (including yourself) who
is doing something outstanding to help At-Risk
native medicinal plants that you would like to
nominate for the Award. Send a one to two page
report to the UpS office in Vermont describing your
nomination by April 1, 2009. It would be helpful to
include additional information such as a brochure,
report about the project or website if applicable.
Include contact information so we can notify the
nominee directly if they are selected. The Recipient
of the Award will be notified by June 1, 2009 and
announced at the International Herb Symposium,
June 19-21, 2009.
The Recipient will be recognized in the UpS Journal
and website, receive a Medicinal Plant
Conservation Award, free tuition to a UpS
conference or event and a one-year honorary
membership to United Plant Savers.
Former MPCA Recipients: Kathleen Maier, 2005;
Monica Skye, 2006; Gigi Stafne, 2007; Phyllis
Hogan, 2008. a
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UPS’ “AT-RISK” FORUM
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
For the benefit of the plant communities, wild animals, harvesters, farmers, consumers, manufacturers, retailers and
practitioners, we offer this list of wild medicinal plants which we feel are currently most sensitive to the impact of
human activities. Our intent is to assure the increasing abundance of the medicinal plants which are presently in
decline due to expanding popularity and shrinking habitat and range. UpS is not asking for a moratorium on the use
of these herbs. Rather, we are initiating programs designed to preserve these important wild medicinal plants.

~ At-Risk ~

~ To-Watch ~

American Ginseng
(Panax quinquefolius)
Black Cohosh
(Actaea (Cimicifuga) racemosa)
Bloodroot
(Sanguinaria canadensis)
Blue Cohosh
(Caulophyllum thalictroides)
Echinacea
(Echinacea spp.)
Eyebright
(Euphrasia spp.)
Goldenseal
(Hydrastis canadensis)
False Unicorn
(Chamaelirium luteum)
Lady’s Slipper Orchid
(Cypripedium spp.)
Lomatium
(Lomatium dissectum)
Osha
(Ligusticum porteri, L. spp.)
Peyote
(Lophophora williamsii)
Slippery Elm
(Ulmus rubra)
Sundew
(Drosera spp.)
Trillium, Beth Root
(Trillium spp.)
True Unicorn
(Aletris farinosa)
Venus’ Fly Trap
(Dionaea muscipula)
Virginina Snakeroot
(Aristolochia serpentaria)
Wild Yam
(Dioscorea villosa, D. spp.)

Arnica
(Arnica spp.)
Butterfly Weed
(Asclepias tuberosa)
Chaparro
(Casatela emoryi)
Elephant Tree
(Bursera microphylla)
Frangula
(Rhamus purshiana)
Gentian
(Gentiana spp.)
Goldthread
(Coptis spp.)
Kava Kava
(Piper methysticum) (Hawaii only)
Lobelia
(Lobelia spp.)
Maidenhair Fern
(Adiantum pendatum)
Mayapple
(Podophyllum peltatum)
Oregon Grape
(Mahonia spp.)
Partridge Berry
(Mitchella repens)
Pink Root
(Spigelia marilandica)
Pipsissewa
(Chimaphila umbellata)
Spikenard
(Aralia racemosa, A. californica)
Stone Root
(Collinsonia canadensis)
Stream Orchid
(Epipactis gigantea)
Turkey Corn
(Dicentra canadensis)
White Sage
(Salvia apiana)
Wild Indigo
(Baptisia tinctoria)
Yerba Mansa
(Anemopsis californica)

PLANTS AT-RISK?
A message from our
President, Sara Katz

From my perspective, after 14
years of intimate involvement with
United Plant Savers, this
organization is not only the ‘voice’
of our native medicinal plants, but
has many characteristics of the
very herbs it is trying to protect.
Slow growing: Like the plants we
are bound to protect, conserve and
restore, UpS is a slow-growing
organization. We expend member
contributions very conservatively,
intent on maintaining a sustainable
organization. Along with our two
part-time, incredibly effective,
fiscally responsible staff, UpS
benefits from an enormous amount
of volunteerism. Our members not
only contribute generously to cover
our modest overhead and
programs, but also plant “At-Risk”
plants, create sanctuaries, and help
to spread the word about “At-Risk”
herbs.
Rooted: UpS is deeply rooted in
herbal tradition. Our board, staff
and members are committed
caretakers of our plants & planet.
By coming together to save the
plants, we help our own roots to
grow deeper and wider, along with
those of goldenseal, ginseng,
helonias, wild yam, and the rest of
our “At-Risk” green brethren.
continued on next page...
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... Plants At-Risk continued from previous page

At-Risk: Alas, in these economic times when so
many important environmental organizations are
scrambling for donor dollars, United Plant Savers is
very careful to protect, conserve and restore our
financial reserves. While we make the most of every
dollar, we must turn ever more to our members to
keep us viable and growing. Even small donations,
$5 to $50, make a significant impact towards keeping
us able to do our work.
Well-loved by our two-legged supporters: UpS has
the best members ever!! You are involved,
communicative, and take action. A true grassroots
organization, UpS is strengthened by widespread
member involvement, which is clearly evidenced by
the many, very interesting articles contained within
this issue of the UpS Journal.
Making progress thanks to UpS members: 2008 has
been a year of significant accomplishments for UpS.
Years of work on the Talking Forest Medicine Trail will
culminate with an official inauguration at our
member meeting at Goldenseal Sanctuary in Rutland,
Ohio on May 16, 2009. Please do join us if you can
for this momentous event! Also significant is the
launching of our well honed “At-Risk” Assessment
Tool. This ‘tool’, which will add depth and
accountability to our very significant “At-Risk” List,
has been under development for several years.
Developed completely from volunteer efforts by
expert board members and members-at-large, this
‘tool’ will lend further validity to UpS’ “At-Risk” List
which is already widely quoted and referred to by
the herbal industry and NGO’s world-wide. Please
check out this Assessment Tool and input your
opinions on the various factors that affect whether a
plant is truly “At-Risk” by going to
www.unitedplantsavers.org where the “At-Risk”
Assessment Tool can be accessed at the bottom of the
left-hand menu of pages. Like the rest of the work of
UpS, the effectiveness of this Tool depends on the
participation of our members and supporters.
My satisfied conclusion at the end of this analogy is
that being “At-Risk” isn’t all that bad when there is
such a passionate community of supporters helping
us succeed and proliferate. Many deeply-rooted
thanks to all of you for hearing the call of the plants
and rallying to make the difference. a

THE SACRED THREES OF
MEDICINE PLANTS
by Lisa Bedner

In Native American teachings, the number three is a
sacred number of balance. A teepee will stand with
three poles and not fall down. A three-legged table
will hold medicines and flower pots. In the
traditional teachings of the Medicine people,
wildcrafting was done with the Sacred Threes in this
way: When searching for a particular plant to
harvest, the first plant found was not picked - it was
for the Earth Mother. The second plant found of that
variety was not picked - it was for Father Sky. The
third plant found of that variety was not picked - it
was for The Great Spirit. (The Sacred Threes can be
applied to other spiritual traditions when
wildcrafting, as in: Father, Son, and Holy Ghost; or
Maid, Mother, and Crone.) Only if more plants were
found, could they be harvested for medicine, as the
first three were sacred.
Most of today’s Medicine people believe that we
should now alter this practice due to the scarcity of
some Medicine Plants. Many of us now say, “Don’t
pick a plant in the first three stands or groupings of
that variety of plant” to further protect the species
for survival in the wild.
Another traditional teaching of the Medicine people
is to leave a gift behind when harvesting a plant.
One of the old ways was to leave some tobacco.
Some Medicine people have changed this practice
too, and now leave behind the seeds of that species,
a division or cutting of the plant, or a companion
plant with the hopes of encouraging continued
growth of the stand.
And most important is this teaching ~ always
remember to offer words of thanks and healing
whenever harvesting or wildcrafting the medicine
plants. a
Lisa Bedner (Pipsissewa) R.N., Herbalist, AHG is
Medicine Woman of the Turtle Clan of the Teehahnahmah
People. She is caretaker of Medicine Woods, a UpS
botanical sanctuary near Cookeville, TN. For more info
see: www.pipsissherbs.biz
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A COMMUNITY GARDEN IS GREEN & A GOODWILL GESTURE
by Lauren Shapiro

When Australasian College of Herbal Studies (ACHS)
President Dorene Petersen purchased the College’s
building in Portland, Oregon, she had to make a
choice: expand the current parking lot to create a few
more spaces or, build a garden for everyone. Petersen
opted for the later.

time, practical information to supplement their online
education. Where better to learn about the cultivation
and use of medicinal herbs than in the garden?

The ACHS Botanical Teaching Garden is both urban
and traditional. Framing the ACHS campus, the
garden is located within a mixed-use neighborhood in
Portland’s John’s Landing area. A cast iron bench sits
beneath two Italian Cypress providing solace and
privacy. Echinacea, hops, dogwood, astragalus, and
thyme, among others, line the stone path. An Italian
water feature in the center doubles as a birdbath and
an ambient sound source. Lavender fills the parking
strip and has become the focus of a community-wide
summer harvest.

1. Look at the Available Space
Reassigning land use is not always practical. Look at
the space you have available and ask yourself how
the space will be used. If you’re looking at a shady,
rectangular plot of land off to the side, you may want
to consider adding a bench made from natural
materials. If, however, you’re looking at a curbside
strip of grass near the gutter, you won’t want to plant
your culinary herbs there, but a linden or witch hazel
tree perhaps.

To further support community
involvement, the garden
includes plant-specific signs
with botanical and therapeutic
information. Passersby are
encouraged to stop and read
the signs, but also to smell the
plants and get a feel for their
textures. To that end,
neighborhood schools schedule
fieldtrips for their elementaryaged students, who love the
hands on education. Erika
Yigzaw, ACHS Vice President
and Master Gardener, leads the
student tours, as well as
walking tours, which
accompany monthly
community wellness events.

Follow these 3 easy steps to create your own urban
botanical garden and sanctuary.

2. Consult an Expert
Before you begin planting, consult with
an expert. Landscape designers can
help you to create a cohesive, intuitive
garden space that compliments the
surrounding environment and is
welcoming to the community. Gardens
are beautiful—and an investment—so
you need a solid planting plan before
you forge ahead.

3. Involve the Community
The more involved your community is
from the get-go, the more ownership
they will feel. Recruit community
members to help you clear the land.
Invite people to learn about their new
community resource. And above all,
create opportunity. Internships are a
great, education-based method for
Lavender for Harvest at ACHS
reaching out to your community.
But you don’t have to be a student to appreciate the
ACHS has had several students and graduates work
garden. Chefs at nearby restaurants regularly visit the in the garden, enriching their education and creating
garden to harvest the fresh herbs. The fresh cut herbs lifelong supporters of our garden space. a
maintain a more intact flavor, but they are also the
product of sustainability: grown and consumed
For information about the ACHS Botanical Teaching
locally.
Garden or to learn more about Petersen’s approach, email
dorenepetersen@achs.edu. To view the garden, visit
For ACHS students, sustainability in the garden takes http://www.urbanherb.com.
on even greater significance. Many herbology,
homeopathy, and aromatherapy students are unable
to plant and maintain their own herb gardens. For
local students, the Teaching Garden provides real10 | Journal of Medicinal Plant Conservation

“I AM THE LORAX AND I SPEAK FOR THE TREES...”
by Robin McGee

I don’t remember a time when I didn’t escape to the
woods for healing, meditation, and reflection. For
the past decade my favorite retreat has been a place
called Tate Branch. Surrounded by beautiful hemlock
trees, Solomon’s seal, bloodroot, black cohosh and
blue cohosh, this paradise feeds my soul, lifts my
spirits and feels like home.
But my first trip this year
was not to be the joyful
“family reunion” as usual.
Instead it was shocking
and heartbreaking.
My brother and I set out
early. It had been 3 years
since I made this 90minute journey, and this
was his first time. We
started down the trail,
rounded the first bend,
and stopped dead in our
tracks. The trees!! The
beautiful hemlock trees
were gone!! I stood
speechless in disbelief,
traumatized. After an
eternity I took a breath
and went forward. It
didn’t get better. The trees
were gone, their tops and
branches left to rot. I fell
to the ground sobbing. I
crawled through the
wreckage searching for
remnants of my “family.”
I rescued a few Solomon’s
seal and moved them to a
safer spot.

possibly be used in textiles, escaped. The rest is
history. The adelgid is also in the northeast where
the harsh winters kill 90% of them. Here in the south
we don’t have harsh winters, and in a few years all
our hemlocks may be dead.
The ecological impact is
devastating. Without
the hemlocks to keep
the water in the streams
and rivers cool, the
native fish and
amphibians will die. A
major food source and
home for many birds,
and habitat for some of
our at-risk medicinal
plants will be lost.
Some wise person once
asked, “If we wipe out a
species, who will do its
job?”

Then I found hope!!
HemlockFest is a music
Eastern Hemlock
festival put on by the
Lumpkin Coalition to raise money for continued
research: several colleges are breeding predatory
beetles that kill adelgids. Ah, something I could do!
I signed up to be a vendor, agreed to donate part of
my sales, and give herbal products for the silent
auction. My United Plant Savers display created a
great opportunity to tell people about UpS. And my
stuffed Lorax sitting in a basket of fresh-cut rosemary
will help them remember to “Speak for the Trees!” a

Hemlock Wooly Adelgid Eggs

When we left the scene of destruction I sought out
any “official” I could find. “Who cut down the trees?
Are they insane? What were they thinking?” I
shouted. Ms. Carolyn replied, “There’s a bug killin’
‘em. They had to cut ‘em down; they were dead.
They’ve been giving the other trees shots.” That was
the most absurd thing I had ever heard. I had to DO
something, but what? As soon as I got home I started
desperately researching.
I learned that the Hemlock Wooly Adelgid is
responsible for killing the hemlocks. The adelgid,
brought to the US in the 1950’s for its “wool” to

Robin McGee is an herbalist and naturalist living in
South Carolina with her husband and daughter on a 500acre chemical-free grassfed beef, free-range egg, and native
medicinal herb farm.

“There is nothing so strong as growing…
Man can pattern it and change its variety and
shape, but leave it for even a short time and off
it goes back to its own, swamping and
swallowing man’s puny intentions. Neither
killing nor stamping down can destroy it. Life
is in the soil. Touch it with air and light and it
bursts forth like a struck match…”
~ artist Emily Carr from Hundreds and Thousands
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WHAT IS SUSTAINABLE MEDICINE?
by Dr. Joel Kreisberg

“A medicine oriented toward public health on the one
hand and greater personal responsibility on the other can
be both economically and - with some other changes psychologically sustainable.”
—Daniel Callahan, Co-founder of the Hastings
Institute and Director of International Programs
Why bother introducing “sustainability” into
conversations about medicine and health? For one,
Americans spend 16% of every dollar on health care,
which is twice as much as most industrialized
countries. Does this mean we are twice as healthy?1
Not exactly, since health care expenses are projected
to rise 20% in the next five years. If that isn’t
convincing enough let’s remember the 48 million
Americans who are uninsured. Perhaps it is time we
consider our health and medical choices as part of a
growing concern about dwindling resources. As we
become aware of our unsustainable rate of natural
resource consumption, we are recognizing that the
health of the environment has a direct impact on our
personal wellness.
The subject of Sustainable Medicine is part of the
growing movement called Green Health Care, a
model that envisions medicine as good for people
and the environment. Green Health Care invites
health professionals to practice in green facilities, to
promote environmental health and to practice
Sustainable Medicine. How does one practice
sustainably? In brief, it means understanding the
environmental consequences of pharmaceutical and
high-tech medicine, valuing medicines that are
ecologically sustainable, emphasizing wellness,
prevention, precaution, safety, and efficacy, while
choosing sustainable medical treatments first.
Seldom do we consider the environmental
consequences of pharmaceutical-based hospital
medicine; however, a few organizations do,
including Teleosis Institute (www.teleosis.org),
Health Care Without Harm (www.noharm.org), and
Hospitals for a Healthy Environment (www.h2eonline.org). These organizations aim to shrink the
ecological footprint of healthcare in the US by
educating health providers and medical staff about
the environmental consequences of our current
medical practices and approaches to illness.
Through pollution prevention, implementation of
green purchasing practices, and solid waste, water
and energy conservation, the medical system can
12 | Journal of Medicinal Plant Conservation

offer a healing environment for its employees,
patients, and communities.
Ecologically Sustainable Medicine involves medical
practices that do no harm to people and the
environment, such as Traditional Chinese Medicine,
homeopathy, mind-body medicine and traditional
herbal medicine. Ecologically Sustainable Medical
practices are renewable, non-toxic, affordable,
accessible, adaptable, and flexible. In short, they are
protective of human and environmental health. If we
choose medical treatments based on their lack of
toxicity and their ability to safely interact with all
life, we choose Ecologically Sustainable Medicine
first—saving more invasive interventions such as
pharmaceutical drugs and surgery for when more
sustainable treatments prove ineffective.
Emphasizing wellness through prevention and
precaution, while relying on efficacy as the
determinant for selection of treatment, represents a
safe, effective, fair and just medical system. An
example of sustainable medical system is the medical
community’s ability to respond to the 2002 US
Geological Survey that found significant
pharmaceutical concentrations in 80% of tested
national waterways2. A sustainable medical approach
to this emerging problem is to reduce over-reliance
on pharmacological agents through lifestyle changes
such as diet, exercise, and other self-care practices
while providing environmentally safe disposal sites
for unused and expired medicines.
Reflecting on the opening statement of Daniel
Callahan, the emphasis on public health and safety
and on greater personal responsibility benefits
everyone by shifting the health of our communities
toward better opportunities for health and medical
care for all. We all have opportunities for long
termed vitality by taking responsibility for our
personal and community healing. This is best done
by medical professionals who promote wellness and
prevention, social policies that promote safety and
precaution, and a medical system that supports
efficacy and fairness to its citizens.
Sustainable Medicine offers the most comprehensive
vision of a universal health care for all citizens of our
nation. It begins with personal responsibility for what
we put in our bodies and moves others to prioritize
continued on next page...

... Sustainable Medicine continued from previous page

medical care choices that emphasize wellness,
prevention, precaution, safety, and efficacy in
order to effectively support individuals,
communities and our natural world, which
provides lifetimes of nourishment. a
Dr. Joel Kreisberg, DC, CCH, is the Founder and
Executive Director of the Teleosis Institute.
More information about Sustainable Medicine and
Green Health Care can be found at www.teleosis.org
The Teleosis Institute, 1521B 5th St. Berkeley, CA
94710 Tel. 510-558-7285
Health Care Spending in The United States and
OECD Countries. January 2007. Kaiser Family
Foundation.
http://www.kff.org/insurance/snapshot/chcm01
0307oth.cfm Accessed December 18, 2007
1

Kolpin, Dana et al. Pharmaceuticals, hormones
and other organic wastewater contaminants in US
streams, 1999-2000: a national reconnaissance.
Environmental Science and Technology. 2002; 26:
1202-1211. Available at
http://pubs.acs.org/journals/esthag/36/i06/pdf/es011055
j.pdf Accessed June 5, 2006
2

GINSENG MAN!
Spread seeds of hope and mirth with this
great new short sleeved t-shirt!
White organic
cotton with red
and green print.
Sizes: S, M, L, XL

Price: $20
includes S/H
Send check or
money order to:
UpS, PO Box 400, E.
Barre, VT 05649

Take a course in good water and air;
and in the eternal youth of Nature
youmay renew your own. Go quietly,
alone; no harm will befall you

PARTNERS IN EDUCATION
PARTICIPANTS IN 2008
Appalachia School of Holistic Herbalism, Ceara
Foley, Asheville, NC
Australasian College, Heather Baley, Portland, OR
Dandelion Herbal Center, Jane Bothwell, Kneeland,
CA
Herb Pharm Herbalculture Program, Williams, OR
Honoring Herbal Traditions School, Kelley Robie,
Milton, VT
Northwest School for Botanical Studies, Christa
Sinadinos, McKinleyville, CA
Sage Mountain, Rosemary Gladstar, East Barre, VT
Tai Sophia Institute, Robyn Urbach, Laurel, MD
Vermont Center for Integrative Herbalism, Betzy
Bancroft, Montpelier, VT
Wisdom of the Herbs School, Annie McCleary,
East Calais, VT
Yerba Woman Herbal Apprentice Program, Donna
d’Terra, Willits, CA
United Plant Savers offers a special student
membership fee of $20 per student for all herbal
schools, apprentice programs and training courses
that enroll their students as a group. Each student
receives a UpS membership package with all the
benefits ~ informative Journals and Bulletins, Nursery
& Bulk Herb Directory, plant/seed giveaway twice a
year, membership discounts at UpS conferences and
more. When your school/program joins Partners in
Education you will receive our publications, the UpS
Education Guide and the Take Action! Guide, a copy
of the UpS book Planting the Future, free rental of the
UpS “At-Risk” Slide Show & video, a listing in both
the UpS Journal and on our website, guidance from
experienced educators and the opportunity to make a
difference ~ One Seed at a Time. PIE students are
welcome to apply for the UpS internship program at
Goldenseal Sanctuary in Ohio. With a
recommendation letter from the PIE school, students
can receive a $100 discount on the internship fee.
Please contact Betzy at the office or see the website to
find out how you can become a Partner in Education.

~ John Muir
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THE POTTING SHED
Within this corner of our Journal, “The Potting Shed” is where we hope to place ideas that we read about or that
members send to us. They may not be complete articles, but thoughts that we think are important, and ideas that we
think will sprout more discussion. Send us your seedling thoughts on this piece or other germinations!

GOBENODORA ~ GOVERNESS OF THE DESERT
by Nancy Scarzello

We parked our pick-up truck on a dusty pull-off next
but always on the periphery of the plant. Eventually,
to gnarled mesquite trees in a remote area of the
the original stem dies and leaves a bare spot in the
Sonoran Desert in southwest Arizona. It was April in
center of the clump, but satellite shoots continue to
the desert, 80 degrees, sunny and a perfect day to begin branch out in concentric rings around the plant crown
a weeklong herbal retreat led by Cascade Anderson
enabling the original plant’s genome to persist in the
Geller and Pam Hyde-Nakai. Our destination was a
new clonal shoots. Confirmed chemical DNA studies of
lodge high up into Brown Canyon at the foot of the
one “King Clone” plant in California, measuring 22
sacred mountain, Baboquivari, but our guide, Meg
meters wide, indicate that it took upwards of 11,000
Keoppen, had arranged for this introduction to the
years to reach that size! This plant knows how to
desert valley bottomland habitat and to harvest the
survive! A growth inhibitor exuded from its roots
medicine plant found there. We gathered near a giant
keeps other plants, even its own species, from growing
saguaro cactus where ethnobotanist Martha Burgess
within an 8-10’ radius in order to keep competition for
spoke of the many foods and medicines native people
precious water at bay. This particular stand we were in,
gleaned from that signature cactus plant of the
looked as though it had been intentionally planted
southwest. But that saguaro cactus was a lone sentinel
because of the spacing of the plants, but this was how
in a sea of creosote bushes
it grew naturally. Further
that dominated the flat
protecting the plant are the resins
bottomland as far as we
that make up 10-20% of the dry
could see to the mountains
weight of the plant. These resins
in the distance. It was really
are a complex mix of flavonoids,
the creosote we were there
lignans, waxes, saponins and
for, and after a prayer, an
volatile oils that decrease the
offering and some harvesting
amount of UV rays and heat
instructions, our group of
entering the plant (and humans
fifteen women went out into
too, if made into a salve and
the desert sea of creosote to
applied topically to the skin)
gather the plant for
while limiting the loss of water
medicine. Like the spokes of
from the leaf surfaces. It also
a wheel, we walked outward
discourages browsing animals
from our saguaro “hub” ~
with foul-tasting chemicals
our only landmark to find
within the resins. Protected from
A Desert Sea of Creosote | Photo by Nancy Scarzello other plants, animals and the
each other again and by the
time we re-grouped, each with
elements, creosote is well named
our collection of creosote branches, I had found why
as Governess of the Desert.
this woman from the northeastern woodlands had
For over two centuries, documented use by all people
been called to the southwestern desert ~ to meet
of the southwest ~ Native American, Mexican and
Gobenodora, the Governess of the Desert.
white settlers ~ and the diversity of medicinal
Creosote bush, Larrea tridentata, is also known as
applications indicate that creosote bush is the Desert
chaparral, greasewood and Gobenodora ~ governess of Medicine Chest for the treatment of colds, lung
the desert. A woody-stemmed shrub growing 3-12’ tall, complaints, intestinal discomfort, cancer, pre-cancerous
with small, yellowish-green leaves and dime-sized five- lesions, nausea, wounds, poisons, stiff & swollen limbs,
petaled flowers, creosote will often form pure stands
menstrual cramps and rheumatism. It has antion desert flatlands and well-drained hillsides
inflammatory, anti-oxidant and anti-microbial actions
throughout the Sonoran, Mojave and Chihuahuan
and is inhibiting to several viruses including
Deserts. Basal shoots sprout up from a central crown,
continued on next page...
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HPV and herpes simplex I & II. It can be boiled as a
tea and drunk, used externally as a wash or the
steam inhaled. It can be burned on a fire and achy
limbs held over the smoke. It can be dried and
powdered, then pressed into wounds for a poultice,
or infused in oil and made into a salve, or tinctured
in alcohol… a panacea of therapeutic applications.
Native people often picked from particular stands ~
or a specific “good” bush ~ for generations. Our
instructor Martha Burgess, had been taught
harvesting techniques by an elder medicine woman
of the Tohono O’Odham people in their traditional
gathering grounds ~ grounds that no longer exist
because they have been bulldozed for the everexpanding development taking place at an alarming
rate. For this reason, I submit that we look at adding
creosote bush (Larrea tridentata) to the UpS “ToWatch” list. I urge anyone who has access to creosote
and its habitat to fill out the forms of our
“Assessment Tool” (found on our website or call the
office) and let your voice be heard. I feel that once the
habitat is gone, there will be no recourse and that the
time is NOW for action protecting these areas.
Gary Paul Nabhan once asked a Papago youngster
what the desert smelled like to him. “The desert
smells like rain,” was the reply. This is to most
people a contradiction, when deserts are places
defined by lack of substantial rainfall. But during a

NANCY’S PICKS FOR BOOKS ON
MEDICINE PLANTS OF THE SW
The Desert Smells Like Rain: a Naturalist in
O’Odham Country by Gary Paul Nabhan,
University of Arizona Press, 1982.

summer storm, when the falling rains have released
the aromatic oils of the creosote bushes into the
ozone-charged air, the desert indeed “smells like
rain.”
Nancy Scarzello is an herbalist, naturalist, medicine-maker
and writer living in the Adirondacks of upstate NY. A lifelong advocate for the wild plants and their traditional uses,
she has been a UpS staff-member for over 10 years.
Note: Cascade Anderson Geller and Pam HydeNakai will offer this Herbal Retreat in April again
this year ~ a life-changing experience for me, I highly
recommend it. Contact Pam @ 520-743-3980 or visit
www.desertbounty.com for more information. a

FOR PRESENCE
Awaken to the mystery of being here
and enter the quiet immensity of your own
presence.
Have joy and peace in the temple of your
senses.
Receive encouragement when new frontiers
beckon.
Respond to the call of your gift and the courage
to follow its path.
Let the flame of anger free you of all falsity.
May warmth of heart keep your presence
aflame.
May anxiety never linger about you.

Gathering the Desert by Gary Paul Nabhan,
University of Arizona Press, 1985.

May your outer dignity mirror an inner
dignity of soul.

Herbal Medicine of the American Southwest by
Charles W. Kane, Lincoln Town Press, 2006.

Take time to celebrate the quiet miracles that
seek no attention.

Medicinal Plants of the Desert and Canyon West
by Michael Moore, Museum of New Mexico Press,
1989.

Be consoled in the secret symmetry of your
soul.

Desert Plants and People by Sam Hicks, The
Naylor Company Book Publishers of the
Southwest, 1966. Out of print, but I was able to
find it used.

May you experience each day as a sacred gift
woven around the heart of wonder.
- John O’Donohue
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UPS SANCTUARY NEWS
WELCOME TO THE TALKING FOREST TRAIL SYSTEM
by Paul Strauss, Goldenseal Sanctuary Steward

Our trail is situated within a community of likeminded landowners who together have created a large
corridor of interconnected acreage in which the existing
plants and animals can feel safe and flourish. In this
way our trail system has been made possible by the
shared land ethics of the community at large.
The entire trail system is approximately 10 miles long
traversing over 1,200 acres of Appalachian foothills.
The trail features the nonprofit UpS’s Goldenseal
Sanctuary and extends across Paul Strauss‘s Equinox
Botanical Farm, the Braverman/Neidhart Farm and
Joe and Wendy Viny’s Art Farm. The trail is open to
the public on an appointment only basis. To respect
the landowners’ privacy, groups or individuals must
contact the landowners for permission to enter their
portion of the trail. The deer don’t seem to care about this.

The trail exists in an area of sparse human population.
These lands are 90% forest and there is not a major
airport or highway close by. This area is mostly known
for deer hunting, logging and king coal. Yet, the real
gold in these hills is our monstrous and concentrated
populations of herbs.
Plus, we have more
species of trees and
shrubs (the big
herbs) than almost
any area of this
country (or world),
with the exception of
our planet’s rain
forests. There are no
lions, grizzly bears,
ocean beaches or
giant redwoods, but
if you enjoy a
beautiful multispecies forest and
lots and lots of herbs,
then you have come
to the right place. If you look
at a map and find Charleston,
West Virginia and draw a 200mile circumference around it,
this represents the most varied
and valuable deciduous forests
in North America and in most
of the world – truly a treasure.

Most of the plants are labeled repeatedly so you can
see them over and over again. With so many tree and
shrub species, this is very
valuable for identification and
learning, as they can look so
different as they age. Along
the trail there are also short
flora-grams talking about
many of our most important
and used species. Many
individual sites have
informational write-ups
fostering further
understanding of this
outstanding botanical
The Talking Forest Trail System
treasure. Trails are clearly
is intended as a new and
marked, as there are many.
different kind of educational
Large white lettering on
tool, highlighting our botanical
beautiful slate enables one to
nirvana. Finding the resources
read the species or trail from a
to maintain the trail is always a
distance, which is especially
challenge. It is hoped that
helpful when learning your
botanical eco-tourism will
trees, finding your way, or just
increasingly help to support
having bad eyes. Be aware
this trail and community. Most
that many plants
importantly, the green spark ~
change their
Board menbers hike the Talking Forest Trail | Photos by Bevin Clare the inspiration of these
appearance
woodlands ~ will inspire
throughout the season while others may disappear
others to do their part, wherever they live, to protect
altogether at different times so don’t be surprised if
our disappearing botanical resources. a
you see a sign without the corresponding plant.
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UPS 2008 INTERN PROGRAMS UPDATE
by Chip Carroll

The 2008 UpS Spring and Fall Internship Programs
were a huge success even though we did not have the
number of interns we had hoped for. On September
1st, 2008 the Fall Internship Program began on
Goldenseal Sanctuary in Rutland Ohio. Interns for
this program came from as far away as Nova Scotia,
Canada. The group began with a tour of the
Sanctuary’s Talking Forest Trail System and an
orientation to the facilities, the program and the
property.
Since the Internship Program was re-initiated in the
fall of 2007, a primary focus has been to help with the
establishment and development of the Talking Forest
Trail System on the Sanctuary. This year’s interns
worked tirelessly to put the finishing touches on
much of the trail system by creating and posting
interpretive signs to identify sanctuary species,
improving upon the design of the signage, posting
informational “kiosks” that interpret different species
and features throughout the trail, transplanting “AtRisk” species off of the trails and much more. Thanks
to the help of our previous interns, The Talking Forest
Trail System is just about complete. Beyond
completion of the trail system, interns also
helped to develop protocols for both the longterm and short- term maintenance of the trails
& signs.

is a safe place, a place of comfort and a place that
nourishes the soul as well as the body. Being
insulated from the outside world of media, traffic and
the many other distractions and stresses of modern
living provides an alternative perspective for those
who visit ~ a perspective that there are other ways for
us to be here and make a living on this planet.
Personally, the best part for me is hearing about the
interns’ experiences and insights gained through the
program. It always amazes me and touches me
deeply to hear about the life-changing experiences
that folks have while spending time here. Many of
UpS’s past interns have gone on to create successful,
meaningful livelihoods of their own and several have
gone a step further by creating their own Botanical
Sanctuaries and taking on the responsibility of caring
for and stewarding a piece of land.
We want to extend our heartfelt gratitude to all of the
2008 UpS Interns. THANK YOU for all of your efforts
this past year and we hope that you will all come
back and visit often! a
........

United Plant Savers’........

INTERN PROGRAM, 2009

Hard Working? Motivated to learn about medicinal plants?
Want to experience United Plant Savers' 360-acre plant sanctuary in Ohio?

As with past programs, interns this fall
attended classes with many local herbalists,
Join us in our UpS Sanctuary Intern Program!
practitioners, and local entrepreneurs. Interns
Spring: April 27, 2009 – June 5, 2009
also had the opportunity to join in with the
(Spring
2009
Intern
session includes the May 16 & 17 Grand Opening of
Northeastern School of Botanical Medicine
Goldenseal Sanctuary & Talking Forest Celebration)
from New York which was visiting the
neighboring Paul Strauss Farm for one-week
Fall: Aug. 31, 2009 – Oct. 9, 2009
of classes and field experience. A record year
NEW! Applicants will now be accepted on a first-come basis. As soon as your
application and references are received and reviewed, we will inform you of your
with nearly every apple and other fruit tree in status.
We will no longer wait until the application deadline to accept final applicants.
the area stressing under the weight of its own
INTERNS WILL LEARN...
fruit provided an opportunity for the interns
• General plant propagation
• Greenhouse work
to participate in community apple picking
techniques
• Medicinal plant identification
and pressing, resulting in some wonderful
• Working with “At-Risk” and
• Sustainable wild harvesting
endangered species
apple cider.
principles and practices
Botanizing & field ID, gardening, medicine
making, landscape maintenance, seed
collection, seed planting and invasive species
control work were some of the other activities
that were common throughout the 6-week
program. As is normally the case, the UpS
Botanical Sanctuary had a profound effect on
the interns. The sanctuary speaks for itself; it

• General farm upkeep and
maintenance, & landscape care

• Medicine making

Interns work 30 hours/week doing a variety of medicinal plant conservation and
cultivation projects. A hands-on practical approach. Classes and opportunities to work
with staff teachers and Chip Carroll, Program Manager.

Details available online at www.unitedplantsavers.org.
You may also or write for details and application.
Betzy 802-476-6467 or Lynda 707-824-0731
plantsaversmail@earthlink.net or lynda@unitedplantsavers.org
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MUSINGS FROM THE FARM: FALL 2008

by Paul Strauss, Equinox Botanicals & UpS’ Goldenseal Sanctuary Steward
Hey, is it just me or does this world get more insane
every week, as if it were trying to outdo itself
searching for the ultimate karmic soap opera? My
balm of choice is sinking deeper and appreciating
more of this simple earth life and the work with
plants. Hopefully, there will be a revolution of
younger folks seeking this same sanity.
Being driven and needing the challenge of a largescale earth project to help save the world and stretch
my skills, while really just doing the task to keep me
worthy of this green paradise I inhabit, the Talking
Forest Trail System has provided me with just that
muse. Besides working on Goldenseal Sanctuary, I
spent much of this past summer completing the twomile circle route that starts in the woods behind my
cabin. From this trail you can cross McCumber Hill
Road and get on the UpS Goldenseal Sanctuary trails.
With the steady help of Chip Carroll and our interns,
the bulk of the Sanctuary trails are ready, with three
plus miles of labeled trails and fields complete with
benches, bridges and even a
tree quiz ~ a 3-D Nature book
awaits you!
Gratefully, I have had the aid of
Joe and Wendy Viny’s
computer and art skills,
laminating machine and editing
skills to produce the floragrams, which are now posted
throughout the trails. I’ve also
created a brochure and trail
system map.

too. There was an abundance of wild berries and
paw-paws and all of our vast herb populations made
good growth too, which reflects our large population
of songbirds and insects. Oh, and morel season was
legendary!
Many slippery elms are still dying of Dutch Elm tree
disease, but this year saw the best seed production in
ten years. Hey, the duality of life’s bounty exists in a
world gone mad – make your choices.
Once again, a large storm brought in 65 mph straight
line winds in July snapping or felling many trees.
These storms have created so much work and sadness
for me that I have had to adopt a sane way to deal
with them. This makes the third time in the last ten
years I have had to face so many extra hours behind a
chainsaw to clean up the trails and try to utilize
whatever downed logs I can get to for lumber. I now
try and think of it as a gift of Mother Nature. Not
only do I make some beautiful lumber, but also
downed trees make soil and
topped trees make new homes
and food for forest creatures. It
gives the fungus world vast
amounts of food so they can
support our forests with their
nutritional releases. It’s all a
circle you know, and there would
be no green world without
fungus.

Several more land-based people
have purchased farms in this
neighborhood and more babies
I remember nine or so years
are due to other community
ago writing in a Journal article
friends. In the past year and a
Paul Strauss
about the great relief and
half the Amish community
satisfaction I felt in finally putting in another small
purchased many large farms in our area and it now
apple orchard - the orchard to take me into my older
looks like they will purchase a large farm next door. It
years. Well, fast forward to 2008’s wonderful growing has been exciting for me to have a farm-based 16th
season and the insanity of so much fruit and so many
century culture living around me in the 21st century. I
varieties. One cannot help but feel spoiled by the
have made many friends with the local Amish folks
bounty of three months of fresh apples and freezers
and have found we have much to share with each
full of cider. I know many may disagree, but if I had
other. They are real believers in herbal medicine and
only the choice of one fruit, it would be the apple. As
show up often in horse and buggy to buy tinctures,
usual, the gardens also produced so much I had to beg salves or with a bucket of plants for me to identify. I
others to help me eat it. A growing season like this is
have given some herb classes on their farms to show
beneficial to more than my individual life. Every nut- them our herbal bounty and answer their herbal
bearing tree in our forests ~ hickories, walnuts and
questions.
oaks ~ were loaded, making for happy four-leggeds
continued on next page...
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I am thinking about introducing an outdoor educational
program with the local school system that can use our
facility, trails and sanctuary as a classroom. The local
soil and water folks have also purchased a farm near
Goldenseal Sanctuary to preserve and use for education.
The more the better! I am working with them now to
possibly get a grant for UpS to keep protecting our
riparian zones. We should know soon if this is to be.
I would like to finally get a safe place for extended seed
storage and fill our shade houses with “At-Risk” herbs
for the UpS plant Giveaway and also for planting. These
ideas were part of my early Sanctuary plans and I still
want to see them implemented to make Goldenseal
Sanctuary more complete in our cause to further plant
protection and education.
It has been gratifying, after having so many large
animals in my early farm life, to once again have a
pasture-full. My neighbors Chip Carroll, Intern
manager, and his wife Amy and I now share sheep,
cattle and donkeys. From these animals comes much
enjoyment, manure and organic meat (If you eat meat be
responsible for it.) The donkeys, both Jennies (females)
protect the herd from coyotes and dogs. Some of our
lambs were bought by the Amish to start their herd. It
now feels more like a farm to me, with our herd sharing
the lands.
Having lived on this farm alone for so many years (not a
bad thing), I am excited to have my younger daughter
Alana working with me next May on her spring break.
The world of plants is starting to take over her
consciousness and she now shows an interest to live and
work here in the future. This is something I have not
allowed myself to dwell upon too much, but it would be
wonderfully meaningful to me as time marches on.
The prairies that Hank Huggins, Paul Neidhardt and I
put in during the first internships (remember the Botany
Boys? Well, they both have families now and each has 2
children ~ not boys anymore!) Well, you should see
those plantings now – inspirational! They are expanding
quickly and so beautifully ~ flower-full and insect-full,
especially with their late summer bloomings, when so
many other plants are done. We are due for another
prairie burn this spring, which always makes for a fun
evening event.
Those of you reading this, I hope you have the
opportunity to visit the Talking Forest. In the short time
it has been open, I have already seen how inspirational it
has been for those who have walked or worked here. a

GOLDENSEAL SANCTUARY
INTERN SCHOLARSHIP
FUNDS NEEDED
Help Herb Interns Gain the
Experience of a Lifetime

UpS’ Intern Program at Goldenseal Sanctuary in
Rutland, Ohio is medicinal herb paradise for
earnest herb students who want to live and learn
under the tutelage of seasoned herbalists and in
the presence of more goldenseal, ginseng and
wild American medicinal plants than they’ll
likely ever see in their lifetimes. Each spring and
fall, we revitalize a six-week program on our 378acre botanical sanctuary. Interns work 25-30
hours a week learning plant propagation, general
farm upkeep and maintenance, medicinal plant
identification, sustainable wild-harvesting
principles, medicine-making, and trail-building.
Every graduate comment we receive says their
experience was not only worthwhile, but also life
changing.
Unfortunately, each session we turn applicants
away when they cannot meet the $600 fee. The
program is not a profit-maker for UpS, and we’ve
stretched as far as we can to cover costs to house
and teach the 8 interns we take for each session.
Therefore, we have created a scholarship fund in
the hopes that more interested students can
benefit from this unique opportunity.
If you would like to sponsor an intern or donate
to the fund, please contact us. We currently have
a waiting list of students requesting scholarship
aid. If you recognize the tremendous benefit of
hands-on herbal study and can donate, please
call us soon. Call Betzy at 802-476-6467 or
plantsaversmail@earthlink.net
With thanks,
Lynda LeMole

The care of the Earth is our most
ancient and most worthy, and after all
our most pleasing responsibility. To
cherish what remains of it and to
foster its renewal is our only hope.
~ Wendell Berry
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UPS BOTANICAL SANCTUARY NETWORK
MEET SOME OF OUR NEW SANCTUARY MEMBERS!
United Plant Savers’ vision is to see UpS Botanical Sanctuaries established in people’s backyards, farms and woodlands,
creating a living greenway of native medicinal plants across the landscape of America. A sanctuary isn’t defined by size or
magnitude, but as sacred space, a place where one can find protection and the peace and renewal of nature. Nor is a
sanctuary necessarily designated or defined by government agencies or large organizations, though often we think of it as
such. We can all create sanctuary on the land we care-take. As our Sanctuary Members are demonstrating, Botanical
Sanctuaries can be created in small backyards as well as on large plots of wilderness, in towns as well as in the country.
As you well know, it takes attitude, willingness, and a desire to transform the way we value land, our assumptions about
land use, and the way we design our gardens and farms. If we want to preserve wilderness and the wild populations that
thrive there, we can’t look to others to do it for us. We need to be willing to actively participate in the preservation and
restoration effort, and as good a place to start as any, is in our backyards. And that is what you’re doing. That is what the
Sanctuary Network program is about.
Thank you to all Botancial Sanctuary Network members for being part of this vision and for your efforts to help preserve
and restore the native landscape and our treasured medicinal herbs.
~Nancy Scarzello, BSN Coordinator

LITTLE HOUSE FARM
Whitmore Lake, MI
Sanctuary Stewards:
Caryn Simon & Matt Demmon

business. Matthew is our local farmer’s market
inspector, and is growing his own landscaping
business with a focus on natives and edibles. The
touch we have put to this land during the summers
has been to plant the perennials I use for my
business, and the fruits for the future we hope to
share. Knowing which medicinals we wanted to
dance with, we included the following sacred plants
to reside: black cohosh, bloodroot, blue cohosh,
goldenseal, wild yam, arnica, butterfly weed, bottle
gentian, blue and red lobelia, Oregon grape root,
spikenard, and wild indigo. Be it these are infant
plantings; we will observe
them and do what they
ask, (if we are quiet
enough).

This February will mark the second year passing
that my beloved and I have taken on the
stewardship of the place we have chosen to nest our
spirits inside. Here we will grow into our full
potential: become parents and teachers, deft workers
and occasional hermits. We are
still getting to know this land.
We do know where the patch of
nettles rests on our southwest
boundary. We know the cycle of
This coming spring we
the spring burst of dandelions:
plan to post an invitation
we wait more patiently now for
in our local teahouse
the single yellow burst that tells
events calendar. We will
the tale of a day come ~ a
open the farm monthly
yellow sheet of bliss to lay
and welcome our extended
beside. This land was tractor
community here to learn
farmed for a family income
about these plants and the
only 18 years ago. The family
importance of helping
called Gyde that made it their
them to be honored and
home still lives down the road
Caryn & Matt with friends
protected. Encourage them
from us. Margaret brings us
to fall in love. Share seeds and stories.
friendship bread and told us which room in the
house her two babies were born.
Thank you for welcoming us into the Sanctuary
We posted the ‘Botanical Sanctuary Network’ sign at Network. We are honored. a
the road the same day Matthew taught his first
mushroom log inoculation class. A student snapped
a photo of us grinning beside it. I am a birth Doula
and the creatrix of a small mama-baby herbal salve
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THE HEALING WHEEL SANCTUARY
Lordville (Hancock), New York
Sanctuary Stewards: Katt & Larry Judd

populated by Native Americans. Folks still find artifacts
in the sand banks along the river. I feel that the land is
trying to restore itself to the time before the hustle and
bustle, when our ancestors fished the river, and walked
the land harvesting what our Mother made available to
sustain us in every way.

The first time I set foot on our property, I knew I had
finally come home, and that all the years I had spent
moving and traveling were over. Something drew me in
and rooted me even before I realized what a grip it had
on my heart. This same something had grabbed Larry
several years before compelling him to stay and
purchase land from the founding family of this tiny,
quiet community, where he and some friends built our
log home. We’ve lived here together for the last twentyeight years.

Before I “knew” even one thing about medicine and
edible wild plants, I was rescuing bloodroot from under
clear-cut brush dropped by the railroad and town
workers clearing right of way, sure to smother these
precious plants to death, replanting them on the land
entrusted to us for this purpose. The land and Mother
have since guided me to keep learning about the plants,
and about the bounty here for us if we stop to listen.
There are so many folks who just don’t know any better
(like the road and RR workers) and need to be taught.
Lordville was settled by the Lord family way back when Although Larry and I are complete opposites in many
ways, he being raised in
the railroad was in its
suburban Philly, I was
heyday and this now
raised not twenty-five
sleepy place was a
miles from here, Larry is
bustling community
ever the quiet giant, and I
revolving around the
am, well -not quiet, we
bluestone and logging
have much common
trades. Located just ten
ground. Our love for
miles downriver from the
each other and this place
village of Hancock, NY,
where we have settled is
where the East and West
just a start. We are both
branches of the Delaware
musicians, and it is
River converge to form
certain that the music has
what the locals call the
healing properties for
Wedding of the Waters.
every living thing here ~
For decades rafts of
and then some. We also
hardwood logs floated
Healing Wheel Sanctuary
share Native American
through here and
ancestry. Larry’s great-grandmother was Blackfoot, and
quarrymen with their pallets of bluestone drawn out of
my grandmother was Cherokee. In honor of our Native
local quarries by oxen, waited to load their cargo at the
heritage we have constructed a Medicine Wheel on our
local depot, where trains would transport the stone to
property. In it, amongst some native plants that just
points around the globe. Now drift boats with fly
“appeared” (our theory is that the wee people placed
fisherman float by, and the old quarries are overgrown
them there) can be found echinacea, wild ginger, Joe Pye
with wild grapevines and hardwoods. Endangered
weed, hops, lavender, pyrethrum, feverfew, white sage,
timber rattlesnakes call these places home, along with
sweetgrass, arnica, horehound, anise, bloodroot, yucca,
black bear, bobcat, fox, and all manner of wildlife. One
day I watched a Canada Lynx stroll across the road not a yarrow, boneset, and St. John’s wort to name some.
mile from here. White tail deer wander through our
We grow as many veggies as we can manage, and have
yard daily (yes, they nibble on many things -but this is
also learned to cultivate shiitake mushrooms. Creator
their home too), and the wild turkeys are never far
behind. The drumming of ruffed grouse vibrated the air has also blessed us with wild mushrooms that grow in
our small hardwood forest, where also hide lady slipper
in season, and bald eagles are a regular sight. The
orchids, trillium, Solomon’s Seal, adder’s tongue,
railroad tracks separate us from the Delaware. On its
jewelweed, bee balm, ginseng, and someday soon
banks on any given day, if you’re lucky, you might see
goldenseal and black cohosh thanks to United Plant
otters at play. We are nestled in a heavenly valley, far
Savers plant and seed give-aways.
from the mainstream of people. There are few full-time
continued on next page..
residents here. If someone drives by we know if they are
a resident - or lost. At one time this was an area
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We are still discovering new plants even after all these
years.

NURSERY & BULK HERB
DIRECTORY TO BE UPDATED

We both agree we live on sacred ground. In the last
several years we have survived three major floods and
a tornado ~YES, a tornado ~ unscathed. Now is the
time to share with others and teach those who are
open, what the Earth has been teaching us, how all life
is sacred.

This spring we’ll be working on a new edition of
the UpS Directory, your resource for nurserypropagated live plants, seeds and sustainably
cultivated bulk herbs. It’s sent free with all
memberships and renewals, and is available
from the office for $5.

That Creator has provided us, through Mother Earth,
every thing we need. I have yet to find an Ipod tree
anywhere! Also thanks to UpS, we have received a
presentation package and will soon decide on the
“how” ~ power point or slides, and then start taking
all of this to the schools and garden clubs, and
whoever will listen. Our main industries in this area
are still bluestone quarrying and logging, and
construction of new, second homes. We need to teach
the children who will take the information back home
to the rest of their families and hopefully break the
cycle of rip and tear. We need to help folks realize
what amazing treasures the land offers, and how, if we
take the time now to save and preserve these gifts we
have been given, then generations from now our
families can still thrive in a good way.

If you are a grower of potted plants for
replanting, sustainably cultivated bulk herbs, or
a seed grower, we’d love to list you in the
Directory. Also if you know of such a business,
large or small, which follows ecological practices
that support the regeneration of “At-Risk”
species, we’d love for you to let us know about
them.

I have already been in touch with an after school
program in Hancock, and a group of local Girl Scout
leaders. We will be working on plant identification
this winter, and then come spring will be starting
some “weed walks” here in Lordville.
We have begun our journey to light a spark in the
hearts of all who pass this way, to honor the Earth our
Mother, and give thanks to Creator for opening our
eyes. We welcome all who are like-minded, and
interested in helping us rescue plants that need to be
relocated and nurtured, and the curious who want to
know what is going on here these days. We are happy
to share what we know and what we have been gifted
with. None of it belongs to us ~ we are just stewards.
We are so grateful to have become part of the UPS
Botanical Network, and so glad to know there are
others out there who feel as we do.
Love and light to you all,
Katt Judd a

Please call or
write the
Vermont
office for a
form or more
information.

When despair for the world grows in
me, and I wake in the night at the
least sound in fear of what my life
and my children's lives may be -- I go
and lie down where the wood drake
rests in his beauty on the water, and
the great heron feeds.
I come into the peace of wild things
who do not tax their lives with
forethought or grief. I come into the
presence of still water. And I feel above
me the day-blind stars waiting with
their light. For a time I rest in the
grace of the world, and am free.
~ Wendell Berry
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goldenseal in the first quarter-acre planted in 2005.
This is all done in the woods under poplar, oak,
Shiloh, GA
hickory, dogwood, maple, sweet shrub and a
plethora of understory botanicals. We are working
Sanctuary Steward: Judy Farrell
with a young couple from Harris County, Kevin &
Michelle Elmore, in managing our property with
Only a few miles north of the Fall Line, in the gently
various native plants. Michelle is with The Nature
rolling hills of the southern Piedmont, you will find
Conservancy and Kevin is working to establish their
Shiloh, Georgia and Two Creeks Farm, where
native plant consulting and supplier business. We are
medicinal plant production, broom craft, and
only in the beginning planning stages, but they will be
blacksmithing take on many shapes and sizes. Our
managing existing areas of native plants and
intentions are to share our experiences with you as you cultivating in the natural habitat on Two Creeks.
wander through goldenseal gardens, help with
Future clients will be able to observe these plants in
planting or harvesting, perhaps tie a broom or ring the their native habitat, and our property will be blessed
anvil in Two Creeks forge. Preserve,
with an abundance of
protect and manage is our approach,
medicinal and native plants.
and once discovered, this serene
We have discussed
area is difficult to abandon.
cultivating goldenseal
further south with the
Two Creeks consists of 25 acres
project manager for Georgia
located in the foothills of the
Centers of Innovation
Appalachian Mountains. Leisurely
Agriculture, and are looking
treks through the untouched
forward to hearing back
hardwood forest unveil huge granite
from the Southwest Region
outcroppings and many plants
representative for Georgia
including the native azaleas that are
Tech Enterprise Innovation
Cultivating Goldenseal on Two Creeks Farm
currently abundant. Springtime
Institute program “e 2 e
bursts with trillium, bloodroot,
Works” (Entrepreneurs
goldenseal and buckeye, pipsissewa, wild ginger,
Helping Entrepreneurs). And we are hoping to come
Solomon’s seal, partridgeberry and persimmon can be
up with a tool to harvest our goldenseal with instead
discovered along with many other native medicinal
of having to hand-dig the acres. I am enrolled in ACHS
plants. Numerous examples of a unique tree species,
in Portland Oregon to earn my Master Herbalist
Symploco tinctoria, or ‘Horse Sugar’ tree can be
diploma, and life is good on the farm.
observed.
Two Creeks Organic Farm has been welcomed as a
We find so many different species of wildlife when we
new member of the United Plant Savers Botanical
explore all the nooks and crannies. When we do get a
Sanctuary Network. Creating a sanctuary on our
chance, we like to take a look from the steep slope
land that encourages other local people through
overlooking the creek bed that forms the northern
education is a pleasure. Our vision is to focus on
boundary of the property. This is a large creek with
working with our developing community in
small waterfalls dotting its course and the view is quite creating greater awareness of conscious
exceptional. One of the most relaxing times we find
stewardship, and setting an example in fostering
is when we are able to sit on the rocks or in the swing
conservation and restoration of the native landscape
by the creek, listen to the water, and watch the red
and all it offers.
tailed hawks, owls, and deer forage, hunt and nest.
We are looking forward to sharing our project goals,
Folklore, wonderful weed walks, land conservation,
and helping others get started cultivating their own
sustainability of our natural world, and the proper use herb gardens as sanctuaries; refuges for people and
of herbal products are part of our medicinal herb
plants. As stewards of healing herbs we find planting
farm tour. Our visitors go home feeling like they are a gardens and developing medicinal plant sanctuaries fit
part of creation, not an afterthought.
nicely with our background in social justice and care of
creation. We are looking forward to being a part of this
As for what we’re currently working on, 2009 is our
green network. a
year to move forward. We are applying for our organic
certification, identifying markets, and harvesting

TWO CREEKS FARM
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FERN HILL NURSERY & BOTANICAL SANCT.
Cottage Grove, Oregon
Sanctuary Stewards:
Devon Bonady & Brian Basor

the local farmer’s market. It’s a great time to interact
with the community and answer questions about our
land and what we grow. We offer landscape design
and consultation for urban and rural people interested
in incorporating more native and useful plants at their
home.

Fern Hill Nursery and Botanical Sanctuary is nestled in
the Southern Willamette Valley of Oregon, between the
Coast and Cascade mountain
ranges. The land ranges 500 ft in
elevation, encompassing 52 acres
of diverse native forestland.

Our goal as land stewards and members of the UpS
Botanical Sanctuary Network is to play a positive role
in developing our own culture and
the land into a more diverse,
productive, and integrated
ecosystem. We believe that
through careful observation,
biological awareness, engaged
monitoring, and thoughtful
management practices, we can tip
the balance of ecological succession
in a direction that benefits wildlife,
increases biodiversity, promotes
food and medicine production,
builds soil, and deeply engages us
Devon Bonady at Fern Hill
as humans living on earth.

Stands of native medicinals have
grown wild on the land for
many generations including:
woods Oregon grape, tall
Oregon grape, cascara sagrada,
red root, trillium, and yerba
buena. We have also introduced
many medicinals to our forest
and cultivated gardens
including: yerba mansa, white
sage, goldthread, coneflower, nettles, and black
cohosh.

We are beginning to develop native “nurse” beds in
the forests and meadows according to the needs of
specific natives. We hope to divide and propagate by
seed from these individual beds. Our intention is to
spread the plants throughout our sanctuary more
effectively and also have extra to share with fellow
native medicinal plant enthusiasts.
We are increasing the biodiversity of our land by using
non-toxic, non-mechanized management techniques.
We propagate plants like Oregon grape into patchy
forests, yampah under oak groves, balsamroot onto
exposed slopes, large camas and mule’s ear into wet
meadows. We found that by smothering the
competitive and exotic tall meadow fescue with mulch,
natives like the harvest brodiaea poke up from
underneath! This season, we began experimental
burning with hope that we can suppress exotics so the
natives may thrive again.
We love to share the sanctuary by offering tours of the
land and nursery and leading herb walks at our
seasonal open houses. We are preparing to teach over
fifteen workshops throughout 2009, with topics
including native plant restoration, medicinal herb
cultivation, and native food and medicine plants.
Away from the Sanctuary, we like to do outreach. We
sell native and medicinal plants from our nursery at
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We like to live and work as an example of what is
possible and invite others to learn, share, and enjoy
with us! We welcome you to visit us in person or at
www.fernhillnursery.com a

NEW UPS LOGO
ORGANIC COTTON TOTE!!
THE NEW – IMPROVED green
& gold UpS Logo that says:
United Plant Savers – Stewards of
Healing Herbs
Now on a hefty, sturdy,
18” x 15” organic cotton
tote bag, with
practical, easy carry
24” handles (for
carry on shoulder or
in hand)
SHOW YOUR SUPPORT FOR THE
PLANTS!
To purchase, please send a $12 check or
money order to: UpS, PO Box 400,
E. Barre, VT 05649

BASTYR UNIVERSITY BOTANICAL SANCTUARY GARDEN
by Jenny Perez, B.Sc. Garden Supervisory & Adjunct Faculty

“Gardening is a way of showing that you
believe in tomorrow.” ~Unknown
As the long days and short nights of summer approach
equidistance, I reflect on another season in the Bastyr
Garden. Over the five years that I have been involved
with the garden, the focus of Bastyr’s student gardener
team has been to harness the potential energy everpresent in our herb garden, shaping it to display the
beauty of medicinal plants. These plants are our
teachers who quietly share their wisdom with those
who take time to enter into relationship with them.
The Bastyr University Herb Garden was started in 1997
when Bastyr University moved to the campus of St.
Thomas in Kenmore, Washington; adjacent to St.
Edward’s State Park. Dedicated students, supported
by the botanical medicine department, built the garden
through volunteer hours. Beginning with only 65 key
herb species, the garden is now home to over 350
species of medicinal herbs and plant foods.
Over a decade has passed and the Bastyr garden has
expanded in design and evolved in utility to become
an extension of the classroom – a living, breathing
resource engaging students fully in exploring the
beauty and importance of plants. The garden is
arranged into many sections, which include The
Western Herb Section, The Physiological System
Guilds, The Pie Beds, The Nutrition Beds, The
Traditional Chinese Medicine Section, The Reflexology
Foot Path, The Four Elements Garden, and the Shade
House Garden. Open to the public year-round, the
garden can be explored section by section to gain a
deeper understanding of the species planted in their
respective groupings.
All gardens are sanctuaries in and of themselves. It is
where many come to commune with nature, sowing
hope and reaping peace. However, there is a special
place in Bastyr’s garden where many find solace – the
Shade House. The metamorphosis of this area of the
garden began over three years ago and was inspired by
United Plant Savers. Believing strongly in education
through cultivation, the student gardeners and I
channeled our passion and energy into transforming
what was once a small shaded area with linear planted
pathways into a beautiful woodland garden filled with
native and “At-Risk” medicinal plants.
In an effort to educate the public about forest
medicinals and their ecological threats, we focused our

energy on transforming the shade house into a
woodland garden. Over many months and with many
hands, the renovated shade house garden took shape –
soil was mixed and aerated before gently re-locating
the residing native and “At-Risk” medicinal plants.
Fallen logs from our surrounding forests were used to
raise and support the new rounded beds. Small
buckets filled with earth from the forest floor were
collected to inoculate our “woodland” soil. Research
is ongoing on how to best amend soil based on the
plants we are trying to grow.
Cultivation challenges present themselves and like the
plants, we do our best to adapt to the ever-changing
circumstances nature provides.
Within our shade house sanctuary we have created a
women’s herb bed containing specimens of black
cohosh, blue cohosh, helonias, trillium, wild yam, and
partridgeberry. Across from this area is a planting of
low dose medicinals like lily-of-the-valley, cascara
sagrada, mayapple, and bloodroot. In the northeast
corner of the shade house, a statue of the seated
Buddha sits surrounded by Aralias – Siberian ginseng,
and California spikenard. We are working on
cultivating some of the more challenging Aralias like
our NW native devil’s club, as well as American
ginseng. Additionally we have a planting of other
northwest natives including Oregon grape, evergreen
huckleberry, salal, red elderberry, bleeding heart,
shooting star, Solomon’s seal, and rattlesnake plantain.
We have a mixed bed of ferns including maidenhair,
interplanted with goldenseal, yellow root, western
coltsfoot, stoneroot and wild ginger. The best part of all
is that there is still room for more!!!
This fall, the Bastyr Herb Garden has officially become
part of the Botanical Sanctuary Network. I believe it is
imperative that Bastyr University become involved in
this nationwide effort to raise public awareness about
the importance of protecting and restoring native
stands while promoting preservation through
cultivation of “At-Risk” medicinals. It is my hope that
Bastyr’s Herb garden will become a repository of
medicinal species from around the world. We look
forward to seeding new relationships with like-minded
communities, sharing resources and ideas. The Bastyr
Herb Garden is honored to be part of United Plant
Savers’ important network of medicinal botanical
sanctuaries where are efforts to promote conservation
through cultivation will be amplified! a
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MEDICINE CREEK BOTANICAL SANCTUARY UPDATE
by Tonya Whitedeer Cargill

Greetings Fellow Green Nation Brothers and Sisters:
Medicine Creek proved to be a most joyous and
memorable place to be this year. We had more
gatherings than usual, therefore more people walking
and enjoying the Medicine Walk.
After losing most of my wild ginger, spikenard and
ginseng last year, I decided to purchase very large
black containers to plant in. These containers are about
three foot across and over two feet deep with plenty of
drainage and worked well as all of my new plants
thrived through this summer’s heat wave.
I kept my bloodroot in gallon containers in the green
house this year and extended my Medicine Walk into
the little house that was built from a kit by Outside the
Box Company. The bloodroot plants gave new shoots
and beautiful flowers for each plant, however they
have not produced seeds, yet. Each year I add to the
walk more endangered species and as I place my little
identification posts near their homes, the magic grows.
One day, at a Bear Clan of Medicine Creek Métis

PLANTING THE FUTURE
Edited by Rosemary Gladstar & Pamela Hirsch
Land stewardship, habitat protection, and sustainable
cultivation are of critical importance to ensure an
abundant renewable supply of medicinal plants for
future generations. This book will supply you with
valuable information including:

• Herbalists sharing their
extensive experience with
using and growing “AtRisk” herbs
• Suggestions for creating
your own private herbal
sanctuary
• Color photos of 30
medicinal plants
• Mail order resources
for hard-to-find seeds
• Suggestions for
making eco-friendly
purchases and using
other herbs with similar actions as alternatives

Selected by the Vermont Book Professional
Association as one of the Twelve Best Books
of 2000 by Vermont Publishers!
Send $25 (plus $3 S/H) to:
UpS • PO Box 400 • E. Barre • VT • 05649
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gathering, I had several children within my Medicine
Walk. They were so fun to guide through the
designated places and tell the stories of the land. Soon
their parents heard the joyous laughter of the children
and they too shared in the Medicine Walk to hear of
the medicines of the green nations and of a special
story that was revealed to me.
I was given this story through spirit revealing how and
by whom this area was used at one time. The Northern
California natives from the Mt. Shasta area would
travel through here on their way to the ocean to gather
fish and shells for which to trade and make their
adornments. There was once a huge water source
behind the back of our land where salmon would trek
upstream to spawn. As the voice narrated the story to
me I realized I was standing upon a fallen Redwood
tree that was now dissolving within the floor of the
woods. The story sounds like a scary fairy-tale but
through speaking to the current day natives of this
area, this story has been verified as one of the legends
that has been passed down through generations.
Now as I guide visitors through this magical Medicine
Walk and repeat the story there is a hush through the
treetops and everyone knows that this story is truly a
saga of what once was.
I invite all to come to Medicine Creek to walk within
the Medicine Walk and hear the story that goes with
this area and take a piece of that fallen Redwood Tree
that continues to hold the Spirit of the Red Tree
Woman. a

UPS GRANT FUNDS
AVAILABLE
United Plant Savers has a fund designated
for community planting projects. UpS
guidelines require that the project have
educational merit and that the land
proposed for planting be protected either by
individual ownership, or be a part of a
school or park system. For application
information please write to:
UPS COMMUNITY FUND GUIDELINES,
PO Box 400, E. Barre, VT 05649

WHAT DOES AN HERBALIST PROVIDE?
by Holly Bellebuono

Along my path as a provider of botanical medicines,
a question often crosses my mind (and those of my
customers), “Just exactly what does an herbalist
provide?”

lick?” It seems people’s perception of what an
“herbalist” provides runs the gamut ~ from herbs
(really?) all the way to anything you might find at a
naturally inclined hardware store.

The question is actually more complicated than it
sounds. You could easily say “tinctures” or
“medicines made from plants” or even “all natural
medicines”. Many herbalists also sell cosmetics and
“feel-good” body preparations that are made not
only from hardworking medicinal plants like
rosemary and lavender but also from shea butter and
coconut oil. Some herbalists provide information,
whether through the written word as in articles or
books or CD-ROMs, or through direct one-on-one
consultations with their clients.

But unbeknownst to my clients, when I sell them a
certain product or herbal preparation, I am also
fostering their relationship to plants. With every
salve I sell, I am laying a foundation for that person
to come to know a particular plant and develop a
sense of connection. I keep my preparations simple,
focusing on a few herbs and allowing their strength
to shine; I teach people to truly get to know a plant,
preferably one that grows right outside their own
door. If a person learns to relate to one plant, that
single relationship leads not only to healing, but
understanding, appreciation and the desire to learn
more. After all, fostering that people/plant
relationship is at the heart of herbal medicine as well
as at the soul of herbal cosmetics. Our ultimate
responsibility—whether we provide medicines,
cosmetics, books or clinics—is to the people who
come to us and to the plants we send them to. a

A number of herbalists offer people an experience,
such as travel to another country, a meeting with a
healer or traditional shaman, a stay at a resort or
antiquated farm where people can experience
herbalism “from its roots.” Some herbalists blend
their botanical practice with aromatherapy,
acupuncture or massage, or they go to the other end
of the green spectrum with gardening, landscaping,
or park service work.
Over the years, my business has incorporated
multiple aspects of this wide variety of offerings, and
I’ve managed to narrow it down to just the few that I
truly enjoy providing, namely: packaged herbal
medicines, workshops, articles and books, and herb
I.D. walks. When I set up at the local farmer’s market
(which, here on Martha’s Vineyard, enjoys an
international clientele who arrive with pre-conceived
notions about what they want from an herbalist) I
ask myself, just what is it I provide?
Savvy customers have a very specific idea of what
they want from a “natural medicine” vendor. I’ve
been asked for things from the mundane, such as Tea
Tree Oil, sunscreen and dandruff control, to the
rather outlandish, such as cilantro extract, bancha
tea, cedar chips and nail polish remover. I’ve had
customers request eye cream for “puffiness,”
cranberry extract, cinnamon concentrate, and a
product someone insisted was called “Calcium
Absorption.” They’ve asked for talcum powder, folic
acid, emu oil, and lysine. One asked, in a panic,
“Pheromones! I need pheromones!” Perhaps the
most original request I’ve heard is, “Do you have
anything that would help me retain water, like a salt

Writer and herbalist Holly Bellebuono owns Vineyard
Herbs on Martha’s Vineyard, MA where she provides
(though you might not expect it) herbal medicines. You
can purchase her salves, tinctures, syrups and teas at
www.vineyardherbs.com.

UpS GOES FEM!!
UpS LADIES: Be among the first to wear
our beautiful new 100% ORGANIC
COTTON ‘GIRLIE-STYLE’ T-Shirt.
Soft organic cotton, fitted women’s T
with cap sleeve, scooped neckline.
Natural color with beautiful goldenseal
plant illustration.
Sizes: Small, Med,
Large, XL (sizes run
small, not
oversized)
Send $20 to
UpS TShirt
P.O. Box 400
E. Barre, VT
05649
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GREEN THANKS & GRATITUDE
THANK YOU FOR YOUR GENEROUS
CONTRIBUTIONS AND SUPPORT
We extend a special thank you to all members of UpS who continue to support us with memberships and donations. Your support,
efforts and concern are the only thing that can really make a difference in the protection and conservation of our important medicinal
plants. All donations and help, whether it be organizational, cultivating, educating or choosing medicinal herb products more
consciously is appreciated. Great gratitude goes to the many in-kind donations of goods and services from companies and friends
that support our work. We gratefully acknowledge the following long-time Green Angels, Leaders, Lifetime Members as well as
the Individuals donationing in 2008:

GREEN ANGELS - $50,000+
Aveda Corporation
Judy and Michael Funk
Paul Strauss

LEADERS – INDIVIDUALS & COMPANIES $5,000 +
Margaret & William Brevoort
Robert Campbell
Clayton College of Natural Health
Frontier Cooperative Herbs
Rosemary Gladstar
Herbal Magic
Herb Pharm
Christopher Hobbs
International Herb Symposium

L. Perrigo Co., Inc.
Michael McGuffin
Millrock, Inc.
Mountain People’s Warehouse
Mountain Rose Herbs
National Fish & Wildlife Foundation
NE Women’s Herbal Conference
Outagamie Charitable Fund
Horst Rechelbacher

Sacharuna Foundation
Sonoma County Community Found.
Traditional Medicinals
Vermont Community Foundation
Wheeler Family
Whole Foods Market
Wiancko Family
Wild Oats Market
David Winston

CORPORATE & FOUNDATION MEMBERS, DONORS & SPONSORS - $100 - $4,999
A Wild Soap Bar
Ancient Order of Druids in
America
BI Nutraceuticals
Bighorn Botanicals
Chicago College of Healing Arts
Community Pharmacy
David’s Natural Market
Elemental Herbs
Empowered Herbals
Fountain of Health
Gaia Herbs
God’s Garden Pharmacy

Health Food Junction
Heartthrob Farm
Herb Lore
Herb Society of America
Herbalist & Alchemist, Inc.
Herbs America
Herbs Etc.
Horizon Herbs
Jean’s Greens
Kroeger Herb Products
LearningHerbs.com
Life in Earth Gardening
Services

Lily’s Garden Herbals
Metro DC Chapter of AHG
Mama Jo's Sunshine Herbals
My Organic Market
New Chapter, Inc.
Of The Earth Herbals, LLC
Organic Bouquet
Osmosis Spa
Pacific Botanicals
Rialto Arts, Inc.
Roots Market
Sagewood Herb Farm
Simpler's Botanical Company

Starwest Botanicals
Tata's Natural Alchemy
Ted's Tinctures, Inc.
The Garden Continuum, Inc.
The Super Salve, Inc.
Topline Marketing
Tuscon Herbalists Collective
Vitality Works
Watercourse Way
Wise Woman Herbals
WTS Med

GREEN THUMBS: INDIVIDUALS DONATING IN 2008 & LIFETIME MEMBERS - $100 - $4,999
Marc & Susann Allen
Steve Ambrose
Cascade AndersonGeller
Ann Armbrecht
Don Babineau
Theresa Bader
Rachel Bagby
Deborah Baggett
Betzy Bancroft
Laura & Tim Batiste
Beth Baugh
Tim Blakley
Jane Bothwell
Peggy Brevoort
Saumya Campen
Lydia Cates
Richo & Mayche Cech
Jim Chamberlain, PhD

Sharon K. Christie
Bevin Clare
Elizabeth Coe
Mark Cohen
Marilyn J. Comb
Michael Cuddy
Martin Davidson
Ryan Drum, PhD
James Duke, PhD
Thomas Elpel
Diane Faircloth
Trish Flaster
Karen Marie Foley
Teresa Foley
Steven Foster
Terrence Fox
Michael Funk
Thomas Gibbons
Kate Gilday

Patricia Goehring
Amy Goodman-Kiefer
Amy Graham
Mindy Green
James Green
Howard & Gayle
Gross
Carol Gunby
Tania Hannan
Tammi Hartung
Patience & Rodney
Harvey
Kathryn Higgins
David Hoffmann
Loren Israelson
Cathy Joly
Sara Katz
Kelly Kindscher
Phillip Knowlton

Joel Kreisberg
Nick Kulibaba
Rhonda Kurtis
Kathy Larson
Lynda LeMole
Richard Liebmann
Holly Lubowicki
Debbie Mancuso
Rebecca Maxfield
John Maxwell
Linda McBurney
Heidi Meyer-Bothling
Frances Monacelli
Pam Montgomery
Michael Moore
Clara Morgan
Polly Peterson
Peter A. Precario
Matthias & Andrea
Reisen

Thomas Riley
Dorena Rode
Nancy Scarzello
Bill Schoenbart
Mark Simpson
Ed Smith
Deb Soule
Marilyn Stoughton
Joe Viny
Michael Volchok
Anne Walker
Mark Wheeler
Lee Wood
Norma Jean Wood
Rebecca Wood
Katherine Yvinskas
Dr. Janet Zand

And thanks to many others who made smaller, but no less heartfelt donations this year including the
Sage Mountain Apprentice Class of 2008 who made a significant donation in Rosemary’s honor this year!
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PARTNERS IN THE GREEN
Many of our members have herb businesses and have
created ways for their “money green” to support the
“UpS green” ! We want to highlight several
companies whose contributions to UpS come as
percentage of sales of dedicated items. For example,
Organic Bouquet has a beautiful bouquet of lavender
colored roses that raise funds specifically for UpS (see
Valentine offer in this Journal). The Herbal Sage Tea
Company makes a “UpS Tea” and $1 of each sale of
this tea comes to UpS. Another of our Partners,
Woodland Essence, has been donating a percentage
of sales of their “At-Risk” Flower Essence to us for
years. You will see a section for Partners in the Green
on the front page of the UpS website and we’ve made
it easy for you to link to these thoughtful businesses.
By supporting these companies, you are supporting
UpS !
AMY GOODMAN KIEFER – Vietnamese nesting
baskets – phone 802-229-2507
EMPOWERED HERBALS – Rachel’s Green Drink –
phone 360-301-3130
HERBAL SAGE TEA COMPANY – tea –
http://www.herbalsage.com/proddetail.php?prod=
Ups or phone 740-594-5522
HAPPY HERBS SOAP – soap – phone 845-733-4577
LEARNINGHERBS.COM – Wildcraft! boardgame –
www.learningherbs.com

Great appreciation is also due to our friends at Bastyr
University Herb Faire, the Breitenbush Herbal
Conference, Catskill Ginseng & Medicinal Herb
Festival, Connecticut Herb Association’s Herbfest,
Green Nations Gathering, The Herbal Convergence,
HerbDay at the National Botanical Garden, NE
Women’s Herbal Conference, New Morning Earth
Day, NorthWest Herb Fair, Ohio Botanical Conference
and Rural Action’s Landowners’ Conference for
graciously donating table space to UpS at their events
this year!! This is especially helpful because we meet
many new members and have a lot of opportunity to
let folks know about native medicinal plant
conservation at these kinds of events. Special thanks
also to all our friends who helped staff the tables at
these events!
Special thanks to Jim McDonald and Bevin Clare for
being such amazing co-organizers of 2008’s Planting
the Future Conferences. Both contributed much time
and dedication to making these truly great UpS
events.
No Journal would be complete without thanking the
friends who make our publications possible – Liz
Butler & the graphics team at Herb Pharm who share
this resource with UpS, and Beth & staff at Accura
Printing, for being such helpful ‘biz partners’ ! We
love you! a

LOCKE BOTANICALS – herbal products –
www.lockebotanicals.com
ORGANIC BOUQUET – organic flowers and
botanical gifts – www.organicbouquet.com/ups
WOODLAND ESSENCE – flower essences and
herbal goodies – phone 315-845-1515 or email
woodland@ntcnet.com

MORE THANKS
This year we have been very blessed with many
donations from raffles, silent auctions and other
fundraising at conferences, HerbDay events and
more. Thanks to Breitenbush Herbal Conference,
Health Food Junction’s Earth Day celebration,
Norman Bird Sanctuary, Rialto Arts, Inc. and
Sagewood Herb Farm. UpS has also begun receiving
donations from wonderful programs like 1% For the
Planet and Microsoft Matching fund. Thanks to
Elemental Herbs!
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UPS EVENTS & GREEN NETWORK
UNITED PLANTS SAVERS INAUGURATES:

TALKING FOREST

MEDICINE TRAIL

GOLDENSEAL SANCTUARY, RUTLAND OHIO
Join us for a day of celebrating the opening of our
Talking Forest Medicine Trail, 10 miles of self-guided nature
education through 1200 acres of herb- rich forests.

SATURDAY, MAY 16, 2009
9:00: Opening Circle
10:00 - 5:00: Trail walks
for all speeds, classes,
lunch available from
local vendors
5:00: Closing Circle

EVENTS INCLUDE
Guided tours of the medicine trails
Herb classes by notable herbalists
Dedication of medicinal trees
Herb faire
UpS Member Meeting & Merriment

BYO Dinner and Overnight camping available by reservation

SUNDAY, MAY 17, 2009
Camper breakfast and intensive herb study trail hikes
EVENT COST: UpS members: $20; $35 non-members
(includes a UpS membership) Sliding scale accepted
For reservations, Herb Faire vendor info: visit www.unitedplantsavers.org
or call 802-476-6467
Seed Sponsored by Traditional Medicinals
Event Sponsored by Herb Pharm, Vitality Works & Pacific Botanicals

PLANTING THE FUTURE
OCTOBER 17, 2009

Hosted by Arizona - Sonora Desert Museum
TUCSON, ARIZONA
PRESENTERS

TOPICS

Phyllis Hogan
Richard Felger
Jim Verrier
Monica Rude
Frank Rose
Martha Burgess
LInda Sherwood
Meg Keoppen
Monica King-Ellerby
Laurie Melrrod
Mimi Camp
Pam Hyde-Nakai
John Slattery
Meg Quinn
Darcey Blue

The Work of AERA
Ethnomedicine of Sonoran Desert Peoples
Cultivation of Arid Land Plants
Cultivation of High Desert Medicinals
Plant Photography
Desert Foods as Medicine
The Magic of Creosote
Yerba Mansa
Ritual & Ceremonial Herbs of the SW
Seed Saving of SW Plants
Habitat Sustainability in the SW
Plant Walks on Museum Grounds
and more...!

COST:
$60 for current UpS members,
$70 for non members. Turkey
or veg lunch available.
Contact the UpS office, PO
Box 400, East Barre, VT 05649,
www.unitedplantsavers.org
plants@unitedplantsavers.org

SPONSORS:
Traditional Medicinals,
Winter Sun Trading Co.,
Super Salve Co., Tucson Herb Store,
Sunflower Market,
Dr. Maureen Schwehr,
Tucson Herbalist Collective

UNITED PLANT SAVERS PRESENTS...

WILD FOODS
COOKING

PLANTING

with UpS founder,
Rosemary Gladstar

SATURDAY, MAY 31, 2009

How to Harvest, Prepare &
Cook Gourmet & Medicinal
Local Wild Foods

SUNDAY, MAY 31, 2009
Join a limited number of herb
friends for a 3 hour class on
Sunday morning after the Planting
the Future Conference, to explore
and learn about local wild foods.
Rosemary will guide us to prepare a
delightful, healthful wild feast that
we will all enjoy eating together.
$100 donation to UpS.
Advance registration required.

THE FUTURE

HERB PHARM FARM ~ WILLIAMS, OR
TOPICS INCLUDE
Clinical and Personal Strategies for
Syndrome X, Diabetes & Heart Disease
Aromatherapy
Cultivation of “At-Risk” Herbs
Herbs Don’t Work - Breaking the
Mainstream's Magic Spell
Medicinal Mushrooms
“The Right Dirt”
Essential Oils: Sourcing, Conservation, &
Therapeutic Uses
Pharmacology & Medicinal Use of UpS’
“At-Risk” Herbs
Plant Walks ... and more!
For more information or to register
please email plants@unitedplantsavers.org
or call 802-476-6467
UpS, PO Box 400, East Barre, VT 05649

PRESENTERS
Rosemary Gladstar
Christopher Hobbs
George Vaughn
Jonathan Treasure
Ed Smith
Kathi Keville
Mark Wheeler
Richo Cech
Tim Blakely
Harry Fuller
David Hoffmann
and others...
COST
$60 for current UpS
Members, $70 others
(Veg. or Turkey Lunch $10)

SPONSORS: Herb Pharm, Traditional Medicinals, Horizon Herbs & Pacific Botanicals
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HERB EVENTS 2009
APRIL 4 & 5, 2009: SOUTHWEST
CONFERENCE ON BOTANICAL MEDICINE
in Tempe, Arizona. Contact Herbal Education
Services, PO Box 3427, Ashland, OR 97520,
800-252-0688 or see website
www.botanicalmedicine.org

AUGUST 21 - 23, 2009: NEW ENGLAND
WOMEN’S HERBAL CONFERENCE in
Peterborough, NH. Contact Sage Mountain for
information at 802-479-9825, email
sage@sagemountain.com or website
www.sagemountain.com.

MAY 15 - 18, MAY 22 - 25 & SEPTEMBER 4 7, 2009: NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
WOMEN’S HERBAL SYMPOSIUM in
Laytonville, CA. For information please contact
Terri Jensen & Karen Aguiar, 707-824-1429,
email info@womensherbalsymposium.org or
website www.womensherbalsymposium.org.

SEPTEMBER 19, 2009: PLANTING THE
FUTURE to be held at the Apeiron Institute,
Rhode Island. For information see our website
www.unitedplantsavers.org, or contact UpS at
plants@unitedplantsavers.org or 802-476-6467.
(See ad on this page)

MAY 16 & 17, 2009 (SAT & SUN): “TALKING
FOREST MEDICINE TRAIL”
INAUGURATION & GOLDENSEAL
SANCTUARY CELEBRATION on Goldenseal
Sanctuary, Rutland, Ohio. For information see
our website www.unitedplantsavers.org, or
contact UpS at plants@unitedplantsavers.org or
802-476-6467. (See ad on previous page)
MAY 30, 2009: PLANTING THE FUTURE &
MAY 31, 2009, COOKING WITH WILD
FOODS WITH ROSEMARY GLADSTAR to
be held at Herb Pharm’s farm in Williams,
Oregon. For information see our website
www.unitedplantsavers.org, or contact UpS at
plants@unitedplantsavers.org or 802-476-6467.
(See ad on previous page)
MAY 30 - JUNE 1, 2009: MEDICINES FROM
THE EARTH HERB SYMPOSIUM in Black
Mountain, North Carolina. Contact Herbal
Education Services, PO Box 3427, Ashland, OR
97520, 800-252-0688 or see website
www.botanicalmedicine.org.
JUNE 19 - 21, 2009: INTERNATIONAL HERB
SYMPOSIUM in Norton, Massachusetts –
Contact Sage Mountain for information at
802-479-9825, email sage@sagemountain.com
or website www.sagemountain.com.
(See ad on next page)

The clearest way into the Universe
is through a forest wilderness.
~ John Muir

OCTOBER 2-4, 2009: SE WOMEN’S HERBAL
CONFERENCE, visit www.sewisewomen.com
for more information.
OCTOBER 17, 2009: PLANTING THE
FUTURE to be held at the Arizona-Sonora
Desert Museum in Tucson, Arizona. For
information see our website
www.unitedplantsavers.org, or contact UpS at
plants@unitedplantsavers.org or
802-476-6467. (See ad on previous page)
UNITED PLANTS SAVERS PRESENTS:

PLANTING

THE FUTURE

THE APEIRON INSTITUTE, COVENTRY, RI
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 2009
TEACHERS
Rosemary Gladstar
Susun Weed
Jeff Carpenter
Lupo Connell
Donna Wood Eaton
Margi Flint
Michael Ford
Chris Marano
Jody Noe
Kate & Dan Rakosky
Aviva Romm
Karyn Sanders
Lesley Wooler
Nancy Scarzello

CLASSES
Gardening with Gaia
Wise Women: Wise Choices
Growing Threatened Medicinal Herbs
for Market in the NE
UpS Medicine Trail on Cape Cod
Flower Essence & Energy,
High-Intensity Life
Creating Sanctuary
Indigenous Uses of Plant Species of
Southern New England
Plant Love
Herb Walks & more!!

EVENT COST: UpS members: $60, $70 non-members.
Vegetarian or Turkey Lunch $10 ~ For more information or to
register, contact: Ups, PO Box 400, East Barre, VT 05649
www.unitedplantsavers.org or plants@unitedplantsavers.org

SPONSORS: Traditional Medicinals, Lily’s Garden Herbals,
The Herb Wyfe, North East Herbal Association
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UNITED PLANT SAVERS
PO Box 400
E. Barre, VT 05649
www.unitedplantsavers.org
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